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Jury Team
Described by The Times as an ‘X Factor party’, the Jury Team selects its candidates via a
public vote

Thursday 28 May 2009

Described by The Times as an ‘X Factor party’, the Jury team selects its candidates via a public vote. The
party has no manifesto, and no specific policies. Instead, it aims to bring together a collection of
independent MPs who are then encouraged to vote as they think the people would like them to, not as the
party whips instruct them. Anyone can put themselves forward to be a candidate for the party, and
candidates are then selected by public vote. The party is fielding three candidates for Yorkshire and
Humber.

CANDIDATES

Barbara Hibbert
First is secondary school teacher Barbara Hibbert, who focuses on social justice and education, saying
that in order for social mobility to be achieved, ‘it is essential to make education affordable and
accessible for all’.

Anthony Hooper
Former Principal Lecturer of Politics at Huddersfield University Anthony Hooper is the party’s second
candidate. Born in the region, Hooper directs his attention towards foreign policy where he is pro EU,
recognising a country’s ‘duty’ to those around it.

Ben Saxton
The final candidate that the Jury Team will field is Ben Saxton, a customer care manager from Sheffield
who describes himself as ‘a normal citizen who wants the Yorkshire people to have an input into Europe’.
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Discussed

1. What is the difference between tax evasion and tax avoidance?

2. Review: Little Mix – LM5

3. Opinion: Weighing up King of the North

4. Penalty for submitting work up to an hour late halved

5. How to depose a Conservative leader

6. Led Astray – The Case Against Greta Van Fleet
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UK government in contempt of Parliament ahead of key Brexit vote

How to depose a Conservative leader

Aufwiedersehen: Merkel plans her departure

US turnout surges in Midterms

Trans-Atlantic spats overshadow Centenary

Up to a million Muslims imprisoned by China
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